Abstract. With the immense scale and wide spread of the social media, it gradually becomes an ultimate information repository. Much of this information now contains some form of geographical content because of the proliferation of location-aware devices, thus fostering the emergence of geo-social media. However, geo-social media information retrial is a big challenge, as it is often big and generated continuously at an ever faster rate by a massive number of social media users. So in order to address this challenge, we propose Subject-oriented Geo-social Media Information Search Engine that can crawl and save special subject spatial information on the social media, and organize this information by that domain ontology.
Introduction
The remarkable success of online social media sites marks a shift in the way people connect and share information [1, 2] . With the immense scale and wide spread of the social media, it gradually becomes an ultimate information repository -as not only the sources but also the destinations where we publish our information. These dual factors have enriched the social media with all kinds of data. Much of this information now contains some form of geographical content because of the proliferation of location-aware devices, thus fostering the emergence of geo-social media -a new type of user-generated geospatial information. Through geo-social media we are able, for the first time, to observe human activities in scales and resolutions that were so far unavailable [3, 4] . However, geo-social media information retrial is a big challenge, as it is often big and generated continuously at an ever faster rate by a massive number of social media users. General information search engine, like Google, which just focuses on information from web pages, cannot retrieve social media information [5] .
So in order to address this challenge, we propose Subject-oriented Geo-social Media Information Search Engine in this paper which crawls and saves special subject spatial information on the social media, and organize this information by that domain ontology.
Architecture of the Geo-social Media Information Search Engine
In order to achieve this aim, our system has following four functions: crawling feeds on particular subject from social media websites, extracting the spatial location information and the information associating with that location from feeds, process user input in semantic way and indexing and retrieving spatial information. The overall system architecture is illustrated in figure 1 .
According to the System's four functions, System has four components. We now zoom into each specific system component.
Data Collector
For the difference format between the Web page and social media, we cannot use general Web crawler directly. So data collector gets particular geo-spatial subject information through API provided by social media websites, and stores in database. 
Spatial information Extractor
Spatial information Exactor extracts spatial location information and the subject information associating with that location from feeds. Subject information is extracted by subject patterns in our spatial information extractor. These patterns have two parts: semantic part and extract part. Semantic part describes which information is related this subject, for example, if one want to get information about a fire from news report on web page, we should extract time, address, number of injured people, etc. extract part describes how to extract these information from text.
User Interface
User interface allows users to express where they interest in and what subject they need. User interface provides a structured text interface, free text interface and a map. The structured text interface allows users to input a place name and a spatial relationship to that place. Free text interface is used to specify users' need of subject information. Query is disambiguated by geo-ontology before input into query engine. Finally, the results are showed on the map.
Index and Query Engine
In order to support both non-spatial and spatial part of query, our system provide spatial-textual index, which enhances the conventional inverted index by adding spatial query part. Query Engine receive query from user interface and processed it using the spatial-textual index. It gets result by two criteria: within the required region and being relevant to user's need. It first gets all information that within the region that determined by user input place name and spatial relationship, then rank all this information by their relevance using index as conventional search engine way.
Key Technology Implementation
To realize our proposal, System adopts three key technologies: Geo Extraction, Semantic Analyses of Query and Geo-ontology Generation.
Geo Extraction
We have to extract interest information from feeds we collected from social media. We divide this information into two parts: spatial location information and the subject information associating with that location. Because of their format, we treat these two types of information separately.
As for subject information associating with the location extraction, semantic patterns should be determined before extraction as mentioned in section 2, these patterns specify the extraction's content. In our system, these patterns are proposed by domain experts. Next, we need to come up with extraction pattern, which specifies how to extract information points in semantic patterns from free text feeds. There are three ways to find extraction pattern: manual way, based on machine learning based way and Pattern Recognition based way. In our system, we use the third way above, which automate discovers extraction patterns from feeds text.
Geo-ontology Generation and Analyses of Query in Semantic Way
In geo-spatial information, there are four semantic relationships: (1) topology relationship: overlap, intersection, adjacency, containment; (2) direction relationship: According to origin, space is divided into eight part: east, south, west, north, southeast, northeast, southwest, northwest; (3) distance relationship (4) time relationship.
Based on these relationships, we construct geo-ontology shown in figure 2 to describe spatial entity's feature and relationship. In our system, we use this geo-ontology to analyze user query's semantic meaning. This includes two parts: one is expanding user's into place name into alternative names for the same place as well as the names of geographically associated places that may be inside, nearby or contain the specified place. Another is recognizing the presence of place names in a query and then to perform disambiguation.
Geo Coding
The extracted spatial location information is a text. It doesn't have real spatial meaning. We have to convert this text into spatial coordinate so that spatial location information can be integrated with other spatial information. The process of mapping location name to spatial coordinate is called address geo coding.
Chinese address can be described as a hierarchy model shown in figure 3 . This model divides Chinese location name into eight layers: First layer is country; second layer is province; third layer is city; forth layer is region; fifth layer is road; sixth layer is doorplate number; seventh layer is building and eighth is building number.
In order to do geo coding, we need external standard location name database, which stores Chinese standard location names and their coordinate in hierarchy model. So the process of geo coding is to find a closest standard location name in database of input location name. In this system, we use angle of two vectors in Vector Space Model as metric.
Demonstration
We use concrete scenario on real data to demonstrate the practical usage of our system. We choose epidemic as our research subject and Sina micro-blog as our data source. Data Collector get epidemic information feeds from Sina micro-blog. Spatial information Extractor extracts following spatial information from these feeds: every case's location and time, number of infected people are extracted and point of interest information like restaurant, hospital.
If user wants to find influenza near Peking University, influenza cases are signed on the Beijing's map. Because hospital is relevant to influenza by Geo ontology, hospitals nearby are listed as well. If user clicks on the hospital's name, this hospital will be signed on the map.
Summary
In this paper, we proposed the prototype system of Subject-oriented Geo-social Media Information Search Engine for supporting agile best-effort spatial information integration over the social media. We described in detail how to extract spatial information from feeds, geo-ontology generation and discussed ranking Chinese Address into spatial coordinate. Our prototype should be available online soon. One open issue for the near future is an appropriate evaluation of the quality of query results.
